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Abstract

Transitions, or socio-technological transformations, towards sustainability can be considered as a long-term

transformation at the level of society as a whole, which in turn consists of a sequence of short-term innovations.

The direction and speed of transitions are largely determined by the collective innovation decisions of various

actors. A crucial characteristic of transitions is that they involve many uncertainties. The uncertainties that actors

perceive greatly influence their innovation decisions. Namely, perceived uncertainties might stimulate some actors

to fulfill certain key activities that are crucial for achieving a transition, while blocking other actors from

undertaking these activities. In order to understand and manage transitions, insight into the types of perceived

uncertainties that dominate the innovation decisions is essential. Furthermore, we need to understand if perceived

uncertainties block or stimulate transitions by analyzing how actors respond to perceived uncertainties.

This article focuses on the first transition phase: the pre-development phase. An interesting case to study the

role of uncertainties in this phase is the introduction of micro-CHP in the Netherlands. The main questions of this

article are: Which types of perceived uncertainties are dominant for the innovation decisions related to micro-CHP

in the Netherlands? How do actors react to the perceived uncertainties?

The case results demonstrate that different types of uncertainties influence the innovation decisions of the

involved actors. The most dominant sources of uncertainty are technological and political uncertainty.

Furthermore, the case shows that responses to uncertainty vary largely between various types of actors. Perceived
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uncertainties seem to block some actors, but induce other actors in fulfilling key activities that are essential for

achieving a transition. We discuss how these insights can be used for improving policy for stimulating transitions.

D 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The concepts dtransitionT, dsocio-technological transformationT and dsystem innovationT have been

receiving much attention in literature [1–8]. Recently, a special issue of this journal was dedicated to

these topics [9]. A transition, as we will call it in this article, is defined as a major, long-term

technological change in the way societal functions (such as the supply of energy) are fulfilled [3,10].

Transitions that are initiated with a specific goal, such as the transition towards sustainability, are

difficult to achieve [1,3,9,11–15]. Therefore, much research has been focusing on gaining insight into the

characteristics of transitions and on applying these insights in the development of strategies and policies

to steer such transitions (e.g. [5,9]). One of the outcomes of this research is that transitions have been

characterized as consisting of several transition phases: pre-development, take-off, acceleration and

stabilization [2,6]. This multi-phase conceptualization is helpful for analyzing transitions, but does not

create insight in the underlying mechanisms that determine the dynamics of transition processes. In this

article, we aim to contribute to a better understanding of these underlying mechanisms.

Starting point of this paper is that transitions are characterized by many uncertainties. These

uncertainties play a key role, since they are considered to be one of the major blocking mechanisms of

transitions [1,15,16]. Due to the long-time frame of transitions and the interrelatedness of technological

and societal changes, uncertainty about the final outcome of a transition is large. Various types of

involved actors each have their own vision of the future and these visions constantly change to adapt to

new circumstances [6]. In order to reach each of the possible future outcomes, many separate innovation

decisions (or dtransition stepsT) have to be taken [17]. It is the sum of these innovation decisions that

leads to a transition. However, each of these innovation decisions is itself surrounded by uncertainties

(e.g. [18–22]). The uncertainties that the involved actors perceive greatly influence their innovation

decisions and thereby influence the transition as a whole. Thus, gaining insight in how perceived

uncertainties influence innovation decisions and transition processes is important for better

understanding the underlying mechanisms that determine transition processes.

Transitions involve a wide diversity of actors. While different actors each have their own perceptions

of uncertainties, objectives and resources, they will also apply different strategies to cope with perceived

uncertainties. One of the standard responses to perceived uncertainties is to delay or even to abandon

(innovation) decisions [23]. In other words, perceived uncertainties might prevent actors from

participating in transition steps. Participating in transition steps in this respect means that actors fulfill

certain key activities that are essential for the success of a transition. For example, perceived

uncertainties might prevent actors from investing in experiments. Since the final outcome of a transition

is uncertain, it is essential for transitions that many of these experiments in various directions take place.

Thus, perceived uncertainties can block the fulfillment of key activities and thereby hamper the overall

transition [15]. However, perceived uncertainties do not necessarily have to hinder a transition. Some
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scholars argue that uncertainty is a precondition for innovation [24,25]. For instance, Jauch and Kraft

(1986) argue that organizations in an uncertain environment tend to assume more risks and tend to be

more proactive and innovative than organizations in a stable environment. Thus, instead of abandoning

or delaying innovation decisions, actors can also accept that innovation is inherently uncertain and

consciously deal with these uncertainties. To continue our example, perceived uncertainties can also

form a driver for actors to undertake experiments in order to learn about the new technology and thereby

reduce uncertainties. Thus, perceived uncertainties might also induce actors to fulfill certain activities

that are essential for achieving a transition. In order to stimulate the transition towards a sustainable

future, we therefore need to understand which uncertainties the involved actors perceive and whether or

not actors’ reactions to these uncertainties hamper the transition.

Although the importance of uncertainty in transition and innovation studies seems widely recognized

(e.g. [1,18–22,24]), some authors argue that the concept of uncertainty is poorly worked out in

innovation studies [26,27]. The aim of this article is to come to a better understanding of the underlying

mechanisms of transition processes, by focusing on the influence of perceived uncertainties on

innovation decisions. We build upon a previous article, in which the argumentation was made that the

type of perceived uncertainties will vary depending on the transition phase and the type of actor [28]. In

this article, we aim to elaborate on these theoretical notions and to apply the previously developed

typology of uncertainty sources [28] to an empirical case. To keep research comprehensible, we thereby

concentrate on only one transition phase: the pre-development phase. The empirical case focuses on an

emerging technology that is currently in the pre-development phase, namely micro-CHP. Combined

generation of heat and power (CHP), also known as cogeneration, means that electricity and heat are

generated simultaneously. Up to now, CHP plants have been large-scale units used for industrial

processes and district heating. Currently, progress is made to apply CHP at domestic scale (i.e. with an

electrical power below 5kWe). This domestic application is called micro-CHP and is supposed to be a

substitute for the high-efficiency boiler. The utilization of micro-CHP can lead to substantial energy

savings and COx-emission reduction since the overall efficiency is higher compared to generating space

heating, hot water and electricity separately and, due to the decentralized generation of electricity,

distribution losses can be avoided. The development of micro-CHP in the Netherlands is an interesting

case for studying the role of uncertainties in emerging transition technologies, since micro-CHP is

considered as one of the promising innovations contributing to the transition towards a sustainable

energy system and many activities are currently taking place around this technology. We pose the

following research questions: Which types of perceived uncertainties are dominant for the innovation

decisions related to micro-CHP in the Netherlands? How do actors react to the perceived uncertainties?

The methodology that we have applied for this research is outlined in Section 2. In Section 3, we

describe the theoretical framework. The results of the empirical case are described in Section 4. We end

our paper with the main conclusions and policy recommendations (Section 5).
2. Methodology

We have used a theoretical framework, described in Section 3, to study the relation between perceived

uncertainties and actors’ responses to these uncertainties. This framework was based on a review of

uncertainty and innovation literature (see also [28]). The data for the empirical case was collected by

reviewing grey literature (newspaper articles, professional journals and policy documents) and
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interviewing the main actors involved in the development of micro-CHP. Since micro-CHP is still in the

pre-development phase, the number of involved actors, and consequently the number of interviews, is

limited. We made a distinction between four groups of actors: technology-developers, potential adopters

(i.e. buyers and users of the technology), intermediary organizations and governmental parties. We

selected 10 interviewees who together form a good representation of the involved actor groups. All of

the interviewees were well informed about micro-CHP, but not necessarily proponents of micro-CHP.

We interviewed all technology-developers who are undertaking activities in the Netherlands. The group

of potential adopters consisted of organizations that can play an important role in generating

intermediary demand for micro-CHP (i.e. energy companies and housing organizations). We were

unable to interview end-users (house owners or tenants), as they have not taken notice of micro-CHP yet.

The government was represented by a spokesperson of the ministry of Economic Affairs, who was

concerned with the energy (transition) policy. Furthermore, we interviewed an expert on micro-CHP of

the key intermediary organization for CHP in the Netherlands (Cogen Projects). The interviews took

place in the summer of 2004. We did a follow-up interview with the interviewee of the intermediary

organization, in order to verify our conclusions and inquire about recent developments.

We started the interviews with a brainstorm question about perceptions of uncertainty. The answers to

this question gave a good impression of the main uncertainties the interviewees perceived. In addition,

this question served as a check to see if the uncertainties the interviewees mentioned corresponded with

the typology of uncertainty sources used in the theoretical framework (see Section 3.1). In question 2, we

introduced the typology of uncertainty sources and asked the interviewees to indicate if each of the

sources was relevant for their innovation decisions and to give examples. In question 3, the interviewees

were asked to rank the uncertainty sources according to their relative importance. Having identified the

perceived uncertainties, we asked the interviewees which strategies they used for dealing with perceived

uncertainties. In order to reduce the occurrence of strategically correct answers to this question, we

verified the answers by reviewing grey literature on the strategies of the actors and by asking the

interviewees not only about their own strategies, but also about the strategies of the other actors

(triangulation). To prevent misinterpretations, all interviewees have reviewed the interview report. We

have analyzed the interviews qualitatively.
3. Uncertainty and transition

In this section, we describe the theoretical framework that we use in this article to study the role of

uncertainties in transitions. The theoretical framework consists of several parts. In Section 3.1, we

introduce a typology of perceived uncertainties according to different uncertainty sources. Then (Section

3.2), we describe how actors can respond to perceived uncertainties, in terms of whether or not actors

undertake certain key activities that are essential for achieving a transition. In Section 3.3, we discuss the

role of uncertainties in the pre-development phase.

3.1. Sources of perceived uncertainty

In this article, the term duncertaintyT is defined broadly as bany deviation from the unachievable ideal

of completely deterministic knowledge of the relevant systemQ [29]. It is important to note that gathering

information cannot always reduce uncertainty. Uncertainty can exist even in situations where much
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information is available [23,30]. In our terminology, uncertainty also relates to aspects that are by

definition indeterminable, such as the behavior of other actors [23,31].

A continuing debate among scholars of uncertainty is the discussion about objective versus perceived

uncertainty (e.g. [25,32]). Supporters of the objective view on uncertainty define uncertainty as a

characteristic of the environment that can be measured objectively [33]. Supporters of the perceptive

view on uncertainty argue that uncertainty is dependent on the individual and cannot be measured

objectively [34]. The term dperceptionT refers to the process by which individuals organize and evaluate

stimuli from the environment. The existence of information itself lacks meaning until an individual

perceives it [35]. Environments are therefore neither certain nor uncertain but are simply perceived

differently by different actors. In this article, we are interested in the innovation behavior of actors.

Namely, we want to analyze if uncertainties stimulate or block actors from fulfilling certain key activities

that are essential for achieving a transition. Since perceived uncertainties, and not objective uncertainties,

influence this behavior, we focus on dperceived uncertaintiesT. In the remainder of this article,

duncertaintyT refers to dperceived uncertaintyT.
Having defined the concept dperceived uncertaintyT, we can now introduce a typology of

uncertainties. This typology is extensively described in [28]. We will classify perceived uncertainties

according to their source. The source of uncertainty is the domain of the (organizational) environment,

which the decision-maker is uncertain about [34]. Distinguishing between different sources of

uncertainty is important for choosing appropriate strategies to cope with the uncertainty [36]. The six

sources of perceived uncertainty with respect to innovation decision-making are [28]:

1. Technological uncertainty: This uncertainty source includes uncertainty about the characteristics of

the new technology (such as costs or performance), uncertainty about the relation between the new

technology and the infrastructure in which the technology is embedded (uncertainty to what extent

adaptations to the infrastructure are needed) and uncertainty about the possibility of choosing

alternative (future) technological options.

2. Resource uncertainty: Resource uncertainty is uncertainty about the amount and availability of raw

material, human and financial resources needed for the innovation. Resource uncertainty also includes

uncertainty about how to organize the innovation process (e.g. in-house or external R&D, technology-

transfer, educating personnel). Resource uncertainty both resides at the level of the individual firm, as

well as at the level of the innovation system.

3. Competitive uncertainty: Whereas technological uncertainty includes uncertainty about competing

technological options, competitive uncertainty relates to uncertainty about the behaviour of (potential

or actual) competitors and the effects of this behaviour.

4. Supplier uncertainty: Uncertainty about the actions of suppliers amounts to uncertainty about timing,

quality and price of the delivery. Supplier uncertainty becomes increasingly important when the

dependence on a supplier is high.

5. Consumer uncertainty: Uncertainty about consumers relates to uncertainty about consumersT
preferences with respect to the new technology, uncertainty about consumers’ characteristics1 and,

in general, uncertainty about the long-term development of the demand over time.
1 For example, an important characteristic for energy technologies is the energy demand of consumers. Uncertainty about such

characteristics can become a barrier in developing a product that is compatible with consumers’ requirements.
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6. Political uncertainty: Political uncertainty comprises uncertainty about governmental behaviour,

regimes and policies. Uncertainty can emerge about current policy (e.g. uncertainty about the

interpretation or effect of policy, or uncertainty due to a lack of regulation) or about future changes in

policy. Uncertainty about governmental behaviour (reliability of the government) is also an important

cause for political uncertainty.

Since the technological development, the market and the networks of actors evolve in the subsequent

transition phases, we expect that the dominance of the uncertainty sources will vary depending on the

phase. Before we come back to this issue (in Section 3.3), we will look at how actors can respond to the

uncertainties they perceive.

3.2. Functioning of innovation systems

Actors can respond to perceived uncertainties in many different ways. In this article, we are mainly

interested in reactions to uncertainty that influence transitions. Therefore, we want to gain insight if

perceived uncertainties stimulate or block the fulfillment of certain key activities that are essential for

achieving a transition. Although each technological trajectory is unique with respect to the technological

and institutional setting in which the transition takes place, the so-called dinnovation systemT,2 recent

innovation scholars have formulated a generic list of key activities that contribute to the success of

transitions. Since these key activities have the function to contribute to the goal of the innovation system,

which is the generation, diffusion and utilization of innovations, the term dfunctions of innovation

systemsT or dsystem functionsT is used to describe the set of key activities [37,38,15]. We distinguish the

following system functions [38]:

1. Entrepreneurial activities: The role of an entrepreneur is to turn the potential of new knowledge

development, networks and markets into concrete actions to generate and take advantage of business

opportunities. Experimenting by entrepreneurs is necessary to collect more knowledge on the

functioning of the technology under different circumstances and to evaluate reactions of consumers,

government, suppliers and competitors.

2. Knowledge development: R&D and knowledge development are prerequisites for innovation. This

function encompasses dlearning by searchingT and dlearning by doingT.
3. Knowledge diffusion through networks: The exchange of information through networks of actors

(research institutes, governmental agencies, consumers, entrepreneurs) contributes to dlearning by

interactingT and, in the case of user-producer networks, dlearning by usingT. This function is especially
important when a heterogeneous set of actors is involved in the innovation process.

4. Guidance of the search: Since resources are limited of nature, it is important that, when various

technological options exist, specific foci are chosen for further investments. Without this selection,

there will be insufficient resources for the individual options. This function includes those activities

that can positively influence the visibility and clarity of specific needs among technology users.
2 The concept of dinnovation systemT is a heuristic attempt developed to analyze all such societal subsystems, actors and

institutions contributing in one way or another, directly or indirectly, intentionally or not, to the emergence or production of

innovation (Hekkert, Suurs et al., forthcoming).
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5. Market formation: New technologies often have difficulty competing with embedded technologies.

Therefore, it is important to facilitate the formation of markets, e.g. by the formation of niche markets

or by favorable tax regimes.

6. Resources mobilization: The allocation of sufficient resources, both human and financial, is necessary

as a basic input to all the activities of the innovation process.

7. Creation of legitimacy/counteract the resistance to change: In order to develop well, new

technologies often have to become part of an incumbent regime or even have to overthrow it.

Parties with vested interest often oppose to this force of dcreative destructionT. In that case, advocacy

coalitions can create legitimacy for the new technology by putting the new technology on the agenda

and lobbying for resources and favorable tax regimes.

In this article, we use the term dkey activityT when we refer to the actor-level and the term d(system)

functionT when we refer to the system-level. If a system function is being fulfilled well, this means that

actors have undertaken many key activities that contribute to this function. To illustrate, attending a

conference or organizing a workshop are examples of key activities that an actor can undertake, which

contribute to the function dknowledge diffusionT.
According to this functional approach to innovation system policy, stimulating transitions implies

stimulating the fulfillment of the aforementioned system functions [38,15,39]. Following Jacobsson and

Bergek (2004), we add to this that uncertainties can be an underlying force that has a major influence on

the functional pattern of innovation systems. Jacobsson and Bergek (2004) argue that high uncertainty in

terms of technology, consumers and changing policy has blocked system fulfillment in the transition to

renewable energy technologies. This would imply that policy aimed at stimulating transitions, should not

only focus on the functions itself, but also take account of these uncertainties. If perceived uncertainties

block the fulfillment of system functions, reducing the size of uncertainties or helping actors to cope with

uncertainties may very well be an (indirect) way to stimulate desired functional patterns.

We expect that not only the dominance of the uncertainty sources, but also of the system functions

will vary in different transition phases. In the next section, we take a closer look at the pre-development

phase.

3.3. Uncertainties in the pre-development phase

This article focuses on the first transition phase: the pre-development or exploration phase.

3.3.1. The actors

The pre-development phase involves a wide variety of actors who each have their own objectives and

play different roles in the transformation process. Because of these differences, we expect that various

types of actors can have different perceptions of uncertainty. In other words, what is certain to one actor,

does not have to be certain to another [40].

As a result of the differences in objectives, perceptions and roles of the actors, we furthermore expect

that the reactions’ to perceived uncertainties can differ between the various involved actors. Whereas

some actors might react to perceived uncertainties by delaying actions, others will react by undertaking

key activities, which contribute to the fulfillment of the system functions (see Section 3.2). What’s more,

distinguishing between the various types of actors helps to explain why some actors are more capable of

undertaking certain key activities than others. For example, intermediary organizations will likely play
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an important role in fulfillment of the function dknowledge diffusionT, whereas technology-developers
will likely be better in dknowledge developmentT.3

In short, we need to apply a multi-actor perspective in order to understand whether or not perceived

uncertainties block the fulfillment of system function in the pre-development phase. Let us now describe

some characteristics of this phase.

3.3.2. The pre-development phase

A new technological trajectory, and thus the pre-development phase, starts with the awareness that

new directions are needed and new options and varieties emerge. This phase is characterized by basic

R&D activities in which various routes and options are suggested and tried [2]. Technological variety is

large since various technology-developers are working on competing products. These technological

changes are interrelated to changes in the social dimension [3]. User needs co-evolve with technical

possibilities and new industrial networks emerge around the new technology.

The appearance of the first working prototype serves as a dproof of principalT and is a powerful final

signal to other technology-developers that there will soon be a commercial product in the market [41].

The ability of a firm to progress faster than competitors along a technological trajectory is seen as a

crucial element in this phase [41]. The pre-development phase ends when the first commercial product

enters the market.

Based on these characteristics, we expect that some uncertainty sources will play a more important

role than others in this phase. Below, we describe which uncertainty sources we expect to be dominant in

the pre-development phase. We furthermore expect that these dominant uncertainty sources will

influence the fulfillment of the system functions. Although Jacobsson and Bergek (2004) found

empirical evidence that uncertainties can be an important blocking mechanism for the fulfillment of

functions, how exactly these uncertainties influence the behavior of actors in terms of the system

functions is still an under-researched topic. Therefore, we do not hypothesize over the relation between

the uncertainties and the system functions.

3.3.3. Dominant uncertainties

In the pre-development phase, the search for new technologies is still very diffused and firms have no

clear idea where to place their R&D bets [42]. Therefore, we expect that technological uncertainty will

play a dominant role in this phase. For potential adopters (consumers and buyers of the new technology),

technological uncertainty will relate to questions like dWhat can be expected of the new technology in

terms of price, quality and other characteristics?T. For technology-developers, technological uncertainty
relates to questions like dIs it possible to develop a working prototype?T, dHow will the technology

function in real life situations?T and dAre we searching in the right direction or should we choose a

different technological trajectory?T.
We expect that uncertainty about the availability of resources to carry out the innovation process is

also high in the pre-development phase. For technology-developers and potential adopters, resource

uncertainty will relate to the question dWhich kind and which quantity of resources are necessary to

develop or, respectively, to adopt, the new technology?T. Resource uncertainty not only resides at the
3 Although there is a logical relation between the type of actors and the activities they perform, this is not a simple one-on-one

relation. Namely, the activities of one actor can contribute to multiple system functions and, likewise, one system function can

be performed by multiple actors.
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level of the individual firm, but also at the level of the innovation system. In this early phase,

entrepreneurs will likely perceive uncertainty in not knowing what kinds of specialized competencies,

basic knowledge or financial arrangements will emerge for the innovation at the system level [43]. Since

the innovation has not yet entered the market, technology-developers have no revenues during this

phase. Van de Ven et al. (1999) explain that start-up funding for a venture represents an initial stock of

assets that provides the entrepreneur a dhoneymoon periodT to develop and commercialize its innovation.

However, interest and commitment wane with time. When the honeymoon period is over, many

innovation efforts are terminated since the progress that is being made fails to live up to the expectations.

It is widely recognized that the emergence of a new technology is strongly influenced by the political

climate (e.g. [43,14,44]).

Uncertainty if and how the government will support sustainable technologies like micro-CHP (e.g.

uncertainty about acquiring subsidies, obstacles in regulation or political legitimacy for the new

technology) can have a strong effect on the direction and speed of technology development. We

therefore assume that political uncertainty will also play an important role in this phase.

Apart from technological, political and resource uncertainty, we furthermore expect that consumer

uncertainty will play a dominant role in the pre-development phase. Since technological variety is still

very large in this early phase and none of the prototypes is commercially available, consumers have

difficulty in expressing their preferences and needs. Technology-developers will likely perceive

uncertainty about which technologies will best satisfy consumers’ preferences and needs and how large

the potential market for their product will be. Potential consumers can themselves also perceive

uncertainty about the emergence of a market for the new technology.

Although there might be some competition amongst technology-developers for who will be first in

developing a successful prototype, uncertainty about the strategies of competitors will be less important

for winning this R&D race than uncertainty about the technology itself, consumers, resources and

politics. Therefore, we expect that competitive uncertainty will only play a modest role in the pre-

development phase. We also expect that supplier uncertainty will hardly play a role in this phase, since

dependence on suppliers raw materials or equipment will be low. In this early phase, manufacturing of

the technology will take place at very small scale (in laboratories).

To conclude this theoretical section, in the empirical case, we aim to identify which uncertainty

sources the various involved actors perceive and how these actors respond to the perceived uncertainties.

By doing so, we aim to determine which uncertainty sources are perceived to dominate in the pre-

development phase and if these perceived uncertainties stimulate or block the fulfillment of system

functions. We will formulate policy recommendations based on these insights.
4. Uncertainties related to micro-CHP

The case study that we discuss in this article is about the transition trajectory of micro-CHP in the

Netherlands. Micro-CHP is the combined generation of heat and power at domestic scale (i.e. with an

electrical power below 5kWe). We argue that micro-CHP is currently in the pre-development phase,

because a working prototype has been developed but the first commercial product still has to enter the

Dutch market.

In the Netherlands, the potential market for micro-CHP is high, as it is favored by the dense gas

infrastructure, the relatively cool climate (temperate marine climate with cool summers and mild winters)
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and the tradition of decentralized cogeneration [45]. Since the utilization of micro-CHP can lead to

substantial energy savings and COx-emission reduction, micro-CHP is seen as one of the promising

technologies that can contribute to the energy transition. Within the framework of the Dutch denergy
transition policyT, aimed at stimulating and managing the long-term transformation towards a sustainable

energy system, much attention is being given to the application of micro-CHP [1,46]. Recently, market

parties involved in this policy framework have initiated several experiments with micro-CHP systems.

The goal of these experiments is to set the transformation process in motion and to demonstrate the

possibilities of micro-CHP.

Micro-CHP systems can be based on several technologies. The most important competing

technologies are the Stirling engine, the gas engine and the fuel cell. Most activities in the Netherlands

focus on the Stirling engine and fuel cell technologies. The Stirling engine micro-CHP system appears to

be the first micro-CHP technology that will enter the Dutch market. Due to the high heat/power ratio

(low electrical efficiency and consequently higher heat production for a given capacity), the Stirling

engine system is best suitable for dwellings with a relatively high heat demand. The fuel cell system has

a high electrical efficiency and appears to be the most promising technology in the longer term.

However, the fuel cell systems are still in an earlier stage of development and will need some more time

before they are commercially available.

The first generation of micro-CHP systems is fuelled by natural gas and has a connection to the

electricity grid. A connection to the grid is necessary, since the upcoming micro-CHP systems are

dimensioned on the heat demand of the household. This means that the installation turns on when the

household demands heat. Only then, the installation delivers electricity. Therefore, back-up electricity is

needed. Connecting the micro-CHP system to the grid enables the household to import part of its

electrical needs from the grid. In addition, the household may also export surplus electricity back to the

grid when the heat demand is large and the electricity demand is low.

Research is being conducted into the application of micro-CHP systems as a dvirtual power

plantT. The dvirtual power plantT implies that a multitude of micro-CHP units, which are

dimensioned on the electricity demand, is controlled and managed from a central and remote

location. In this way, the set of micro-CHP units operates as a distributed large power plant with

great flexibility to meet peaking electricity demand in a specific region. Besides, research is taking

place to the use of sustainable fuels (biogas or pure hydrogen) instead of natural gas to increase

COx-emission reduction even more. These developments make micro-CHP suitable for various

scenarios of the energy transition (such as the scenario of a hydrogen economy or a completely

decentralized sustainable energy system).

Although micro-CHP is seen as a promising technology for achieving a transition in the energy

system, the path towards large-scale application of micro-CHP is still long and there are many

uncertainties on the way. In Section 4.1, we describe which of the uncertainty sources the various

involved actors perceived to dominate their innovation decisions. Then (Section 4.2), we focus on how

the actors reacted to these uncertainties.

4.1. The dominant uncertainties

In this section, we first give a general overview of the case-results by describing which uncertainty

sources the various involved actors perceive as dominant. Then, we take a more detailed look at each of

the dominant uncertainty sources.



Table 1

Relative importance of uncertainty sources (interview question 3)

ActorsY

TD1 TD2 TD3 TD4 A1 A2 A3 A4 IO Gov

Ranking Y 1 P T T T Cs Cs T P T Cs

2 Cs S P P T T P T P R

3 – P Cs Other* P S/Cp R – Cs –

4 – Cp Cp – Cp S/Cp – – Cp –

5 – R R – R P – – S –

6 – Cs S – S R – – R –

Ranking: 1=highest importance, 6= lowest importance.

Uncertainty sources: P=political, Cs=consumer, Cp=competitive, R=resource, T= technological, S=supplier.

Other*=uncertainty about the position of energy companies (especially with respect to energy company as downer/controllerT of
a group of micro-CHP systems).

Actors: TD=technology-developer, A=potential adopter (energy company or housing organization), Gov=government, namely

ministry of Economic Affairs, IO=intermediary organization.

The empty cells mean that the other uncertainty sources are perceived equally important or not relevant (e.g. political

uncertainty is not relevant for the government).
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4.1.1. The dominant uncertainty sources

The interview results indicated that technological uncertainty and political uncertainty are the most

dominant sources of uncertainty in the micro-CHP case, followed by consumer uncertainty. Table 1 shows

the results of question 3, in which the interviewees had to rank the six uncertainty sources according to

perceived importance. In this table, we can observe that technological uncertainty and political

uncertainty scored overall highest on importance (highest number of drank 1T or drank 2T scores), followed
by consumer uncertainty. Four interviewees clarified there ranking by stressing that technological

uncertainty and political uncertainty were far more important than the other uncertainty sources.

The importance of technological and political uncertainty as observed in question 3, was confirmed

by the answers to question 1 (brainstorm question4), since most of the uncertainties that the interviewees

described related to technology or politics.

The many empty cells at the bottom of Table 1 indicate that the interviewees had difficulty ordering

the relatively unimportant uncertainty sources. However, Table 1 does show that resource uncertainty

scores relatively low. This was again confirmed by the answers to question 1, since none of the answers

to this question related to resource uncertainty.

The answer of the intermediary organization (IO in Table 1) should be interpreted slightly different.

The intermediary organization did not rank the uncertainty sources according to uncertainties that were

relevant for their own organization. Since this organization has a good overview of all the micro-CHP

stakeholders, this interviewee ranked the uncertainty sources for the development of micro-CHP in

general. Their ranking corresponded well to the answers of the overall importance of technological,

political and consumer uncertainty.

The uncertainties that the government (Gov) perceived differ from the other actors (see Table 1). For

the government, only two sources of uncertainty were relevant, namely consumer uncertainty and

resource uncertainty. Government’s decision to continue the experiments with micro-CHP within the
4 See Section 2 for a description of the interview questions.
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denergy transition policyT framework was dependent upon the long-term prospects of micro-CHP.

Consumer uncertainty and resource uncertainty both influence the long-term prospect of micro-CHP.

The uncertainty about resources related to uncertainty whether technology-developers are able to upscale

their production capacity. An even bigger uncertainty for the government was uncertainty about the

creation of a market for micro-CHP in the Netherlands (e.g. how will the Dutch consumers react to

micro-CHP and will the long-term demand for micro-CHP be large enough?) The other uncertainty

sources were not relevant for governmental decision-making about micro-CHP (empty cells in Table 1).

To summarize the results so far, technological and political uncertainty seemed to be the most

dominant uncertainty sources, followed by consumer uncertainty. The importance of technological

uncertainty and political corresponded well to our expectations about the pre-development phase (see

Section 3.3). However, resource uncertainty was overall perceived less important than we expected.

Below, we will look at the uncertainty sources in more detail.

4.1.2. Technological uncertainty

The most important element of technological uncertainty was uncertainty about the technology itself,

like: bHow will micro-CHP systems perform in real-life situations?Q, bWhen will micro-CHP become a

dproven technologyT?Q or, more specific, bHow will the (future) performance of micro-CHP systems be

in terms of efficiency, investment cost, life span, maintenance, reliability, size and weight of the

installation, level of noise, etc.?Q This uncertainty was perceived equally important by all the actors

(potential adopters as well as technology-developers) and for all the different micro-CHP technologies

(since none of the technologies is yet a dproven technologyT).5

Uncertainty about the relation between micro-CHP and the technological infrastructure, another

aspect of technological uncertainty, was perceived less important. Most of the interviewees did not

foresee major technological difficulties connecting micro-CHP to the grid. Nevertheless, as we will

describe below, the connection of micro-CHP to the grid does lead to substantial political uncertainties.

Uncertainty about alternative (future) technological options was also perceived less important in

comparison to uncertainty about the technology itself. First of all, several interviewees explained that

they cope with this uncertainty by keeping a number of options open instead of placing all their bets on

one technology. This strategy seems logical for those actors that do not have a direct stake in the

development of micro-CHP (like the potential adopters or the government). These actors can keep an eye

open on various technologies without having to make large investments. However, also two technology-

developers indicated that they keep several options open. To illustrate, one of them has performed pilot

projects with both the Stirling engine and the fuel cell micro-CHP system and has also invested in R&D

projects with respect to the gas engine. Another explanation that was given for the small importance of

uncertainty about alternative technologies was that each technology (different micro-CHP systems as

well as other competing technologies like heat pumps) can occupy its own niche in the market. As a

result of differences in heat/electricity performance between the different micro-CHP systems, one of the

technology-developers believed that each technology has its own area of application.
5 One technology-developer (TD1) currently only perceives uncertainty about two sources, namely politics and consumers.

However, the other uncertainty sources did play a role when the company first considered investing in micro-CHP. At that time,

technological uncertainty was perceived most important, followed subsequently by resource uncertainty, political uncertainty,

supplier uncertainty, consumer uncertainty and, lowest importance, competitive uncertainty. The interviewee declares that most

of the uncertainties have been resolved meanwhile.
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4.1.3. Political uncertainty

The other dominant source of uncertainty was political uncertainty. Many interviewees mentioned to

be uncertain about the reliability of the government in general. Unexpected changes in policy, like the

sudden ending of subsidy schemes for renewable energy, have led to a lack of faith in governmental

policy and declining expectations about the new technology. This can be fatal for new technologies.

Not only uncertainty about subsidies, but also uncertainty about the energy taxes and electricity feed-

in policy strongly influences the economic feasibility of micro-CHP. In the current situation, micro-CHP

owners pay energy taxes twice: first on the natural gas that they convert to electricity and second on the

electricity that they temporarily dstoreT on the grid (by feeding electricity in and at another moment

retrieving the same quantity of electricity back). Furthermore, it is still uncertain which price micro-CHP

owners will receive from the energy companies for the electricity they feed into the grid.6 Government

regulation is necessary to solve this problem. At the moment of the interviews, this issue was still

unsolved and proved to be a clear factor of uncertainty.

Other examples of political uncertainty were uncertainty about the incorporation and valuation of

micro-CHP in energy saving norms, right of admission of micro-CHP installations to the grid and more

general concerns on the vision of the Dutch government on sustainability and micro-CHP.

4.1.4. Consumer uncertainty

With respect to consumer uncertainty, we can see a clear distinction between the different types of

actors. The technology-developers were hardly uncertain about the development of the market over time.

They seemed convinced that there will be a market for micro-CHP systems. According to these actors,

the emergence of a market is only a matter of time. Most of them claimed that uncertainties about the

preferences or characteristics of consumers were small and could be reduced by market studies or pilot

projects. Only one technology-developer (TD3 in Table 1) indicated that there were still major

uncertainties about the market for micro-CHP. What is however striking is that this technology-

developer deliberately ignored uncertainty about the market until the micro-CHP system will be ready

for market introduction. Before then, the technology-developer focused only on managing technological

and political uncertainty.

While the technology-developers seemed to have high expectations about the market for micro-CHP,

the other actors (potential adopters, government and intermediary organization) were more restrained.

These actors did perceive uncertainty about the development of a market, like how large and how fast this

market will emerge. Two potential adopters (A1 and A2 in Table 1) even considered consumer uncertainty

as the most important uncertainty source. They both explained that, if customers do not want micro-CHP,

this will bring a stop to the entire development process. One of them argued that the lack of knowledge

about micro-CHP among installation companies could become an important barrier for the market

creation of micro-CHP. Installation companies need to be well-informed about micro-CHP, since they

have to be able to install the micro-CHP systems and will only advise house owners to buy a micro-CHP
6 For micro-CHP owners, an electricity feed-in price that is equal to the price a consumer pays for electricity (namely the

commodity price, grid costs and energy taxes) would be most desirable. This equals that the electricity meter dturns backT when
electricity is feed into the grid. Energy companies, on the other hand, are not willing to pay back more than the commodity

price. In the opinion of some energy companies, even a feed-in price equal to the commodity price of electricity would be too

high since the supply of electricity produced with micro-CHP units creates more uncertainty for energy companies than

electricity that they purchase or produce from large-scale production units.
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system if they know and positively value the technology. Most installation companies will not pay much

attention to new technologies until they are commercially available. Two technology-developers (TD2

and TD3), the intermediary organization and the government, shared this uncertainty.7

4.1.5. The remaining uncertainty sources

The other uncertainty sources, namely uncertainty about suppliers, competitors and resources, only

played a modest role in this case. The relatively minor importance of supplier and competitive

uncertainty in this phase corresponded to our expectations (see Section 3.3), but resource uncertainty

was less dominant than we expected. Overall, organizations that have a high stake in the development of

micro-CHP (like micro-CHP developers) also seemed to be willing to allocate resources and therefore do

not perceive uncertainty about resources. Only one technology-developer indicated that the availability

of resources to continue their activities was a source of uncertainty. However, compared to the other

sources of uncertainty, this source was relatively unimportant to the interviewee. The opposite reasoning

holds as well: organizations that did not undertake many activities with respect to micro-CHP (like

potential adopters) in this early phase did not need many resources and therefore did not perceive

resource uncertainty. Two potential adopters explained that they only watched the course of events, but

were unwilling to invest in micro-CHP as long as it is an unproven technology.

Likely, competitive, supplier and resource uncertainty will become more important in later phases. To

illustrate this, one technology-developer (TD3) explained that in this phase the technology-developers

still cooperate (e.g. in the micro-CHP working group which is led by the intermediary organization) in

order to jointly accelerate the development process of micro-CHP, but that competition and competitive

uncertainty will become more important when the micro-CHP systems enter the market. Supplier

uncertainty might also become more important as the market introduction draws near, since technology-

developers have to increase their production capacity. Two technology-developers (TD1 and TD2) were

already trying to enter into cooperation agreements with suppliers in order to produce micro-CHP

systems on a large-scale level.8 One of them perceived uncertainty about this.

4.2. Managing uncertainties

As we will illustrate below, the activities that the actors in the micro-CHP case undertook clearly

focused on the uncertainty sources they perceived as dominant. Since the reactions to perceived

uncertainties indeed varied between the different types of actor, we discuss which strategies were used to

cope with perceived uncertainties for the different actor groups.

4.2.1. Technology-developers

Technology-developers consciously tried to deal with the uncertainties they perceived as dominant

(i.e. technological and political uncertainty). In reaction to uncertainty about the (future) characteristics
7 Installation companies play two roles: first, installation and maintenance of micro-CHP systems and, second, advising and

selling micro-CHP systems to house owners (intermediate demand). According to the role, uncertainty about installation

companies can either be seen as supplier uncertainty or as consumer uncertainty.
8 Micro-CHP systems consist of a micro-CHP unit (Stirling engine, gas engine, fuel cell) in combination with a conventional

condensing boiler (that supplies the peak load). Micro-CHP developers often depend upon suppliers for both the micro-CHP

unit and the boiler in order to manufacture the micro-CHP system.
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of the technology, they all performed R&D activities. These activities seemed successful, since progress

has been made in terms of efficiency, reliability and life span of the micro-CHP systems, and the focus of

the R&D activities has been shifting more and more from basic R&D towards making the product ready

for market introduction.9 Thus, perceived technological uncertainty has induced these actors to

undertake dknowledge developmentT activities (function 2).

In reaction to perceived political uncertainty, the technology-developers undertook activities to create

legitimacy for micro-CHP (function 7). The technology-developers cooperated with each other and with

potential adopters in the micro-CHP working group that is led by the intermediary organization. This

working group acts as an advocacy coalition, which aims to create legitimacy for micro-CHP by jointly

lobbying for government support. Another example of an activity, which aimed at creating legitimacy for

micro-CHP, was the demonstration project that one of the technology-developers initiated. The main

goal of this project was to demonstrate that micro-CHP systems work in real-life situations (dproof of
principalT) and that the first commercial micro-CHP systems will soon enter the market.10 In short, for

technology-developers perceived uncertainties induced function fulfillment.

4.2.2. Potential adopters

In comparison to technology-developers, the potential adopters were more passive in this phase. Their

strategy can best be described as dwait-and-seeT. They did undertake some activities in order to stay

informed about the developments of micro-CHP and to represent their interest, like participating in pilot

projects and being member of the micro-CHP working group. However, they seemed unwilling to make

large investments in micro-CHP while there are still major uncertainties. They have been delaying action

until the uncertainties will be reduced by others (e.g. technology-developers) or by time. Thus, for these

actors, perceived uncertainties seemed to block the fulfillment of system functions.

4.2.3. Government

The government has been stimulating the development of micro-CHP under the framework of the

denergy transition policyT. By expressing that micro-CHP is a promising technology and supporting

experiments with micro-CHP, the government has helped to guide the direction of the search (function

4). A strong and visible preference of the government for micro-CHP can positively effect the R&D

priority setting and thereby might reduce uncertainty about the possibility of investing in different

technological alternatives (i.e. technological uncertainty).

Guiding the direction of the search is, however, not enough. An important task of the government is to

reduce political uncertainty. The lobby activities of the micro-CHP working group seemed to be

effective, since the government was well informed about the political uncertainties that the micro-CHP

stakeholders perceive. The government was aware of their task in reducing uncertainties about subsidies,

admission to the grid, the electricity feed-in policy and energy taxes. Furthermore, the government

endeavored to reduce uncertainty caused by unclear, inconsistent or a lack of regulation. For example,
9 Recently (autumn 2005), we see that the activities of the technology-developers shifts more and more to creating a market

for micro-CHP. For example, the technology-developers themselves and the micro-CHP working group are trying to involve

installation companies and, meanwhile, several technology-developers have signed cooperation agreements with suppliers.
10 Contrary to pilot projects, the primary goal of this demonstration project was not to test and improve the micro-CHP

system. The micro-CHP system that was used for the demonstration project is not the system that the technology-developer is

going to develop further into a commercial product.
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policymakers and policy-executors have been brought together (in a so-called dservice pointT) to

collaborate on reducing ambiguities in legislation. However, the government argued that stakeholders

should realize that uncertainty due to changes in policy is inevitable and that stakeholders should

anticipate these changes instead of calling the government unreliable. The government felt that

stakeholders sometimes incline to shift all the financial risk on to the government or even try to hinder

competition by unjustly pleading for governmental intervention. The government has been trying to

convince stakeholders to cooperate and deal with uncertainties collectively, instead of waiting for the

government to reduce all uncertainties. This statement points out that there is a tension between the

government and the micro-CHP stakeholders with respect to who should take the lead in bringing about

the uncertain transformation towards sustainability.
5. Conclusions

The central questions we posed in this article were: Which types of perceived uncertainties are

dominant for the innovation decisions related to micro-CHP in the Netherlands? and How do actors react

to the perceived uncertainties?

We conclude that the two most dominant uncertainty sources in the pre-development phase of micro-CHP

are technological uncertainty and political uncertainty, followed by consumer uncertainty. The importance of

political and technological uncertainty corresponds well with our expectations about the pre-development

phase (see Section 3.3), but resource uncertainty was perceived less important than we expected.

The case showed that perceived uncertainties play an important role in innovation and transition

processes. Namely, perceived uncertainties influence the fulfillment of system functions that are essential

for achieving a transition. However, the relation between perceived uncertainties and system functions is

not straightforward, as the case showed that reactions to perceived uncertainties differ largely between

the types of actors. Technology-developers, who all have a high stake in micro-CHP, consciously deal

with uncertainties by undertaking all sorts of activities that contribute to the fulfillment of the system

functions. The activities that these actors undertake clearly focus on the dominant uncertainty sources. In

order to cope with technological uncertainty, technology-developers invest in knowledge development

(function 2). In reaction to perceived uncertainties, technology-developers aim to create legitimacy for

micro-CHP (function 7). Thus, perceived uncertainties form an incentive for technology-developers to

fulfill key activities and thereby stimulate the transformation process as a whole. Potential adopters, on

the other hand, seem to follow a dwait-and-seeT strategy. They seem unwilling to make large investments

in micro-CHP while there are still major uncertainties. Although they participate in some of the activities

(like participating in the micro-CHP working group and participating in pilot projects), they seem to wait

until the dominant uncertainties have been resolved by the other actors. Thus, perceived uncertainties

seem to block potential adopters to fulfill system functions. Yet, if we look at the different roles and

positions of technology-developers and potential adopters, it is also logical that technology-developers

are more active in fulfilling key activities in this pre-development phase than potential adopters.

The role of the Dutch government has been quite limited in this early transition phase. Governmental

action has not been enough to reduce the political uncertainties that play such a dominant role in the

micro-CHP case. Despite the perceived uncertainties and the limited governmental initiatives to reduce

these uncertainties, the transition process was not hampered since technology-developers have been

taking a leading role and are still making progress in the development of micro-CHP. However, we
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wonder if perceived uncertainties continue to induce the fulfillment of key activities in the following

transition phases. The blocking effect of perceived uncertainties might increase once micro-CHP enters

the take-off phase. For example, uncertainty about the electricity feed-in policy and energy taxes largely

influences the economic feasibility of micro-CHP. If government still has not resolved this uncertainty

once micro-CHP enters the take-off phase, this might become fatal for the emergence of a market. Thus,

although the role of uncertainties in very early transition phases seems to be less crucial than in later

phases, policymakers should start early with developing suitable instruments to reduce uncertainties or

helping market parties in better coping with uncertainties.

Further research is needed into the role of perceived uncertainties in the following phases of the

transformation process. It will be useful to compare the results of this case with cases that focus on

different transition technologies. Continuing both empirical and theoretical work is necessary to deepen

our insight into the role of uncertainties in transitions and how to manage these uncertainties.
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